Abstract Unified modeling language (UML) activity diagrams can model the flow of stateful business objects among activities, implicitly specifying the life cycles of those objects. The actual object life cycles are typically expressed in UML state machines. The implicit life cycles in UML activity diagrams need to be discovered in order to derive the actual object life cycles or to check the consistency with an existing life cycle. This paper presents an automated approach for synthesizing a UML state machine modeling the life cycle of an object that occurs in different states in a UML activity diagram. The generated state machines can contain parallelism, loops, and cross-synchronization. The approach makes life cycles that have been modeled implicitly in activity diagrams explicit. The synthesis approach has been implemented using a graph transformation tool and has been applied in several case studies.
perspective need to be modeled. The Unified Modeling Language [39] is an industrial standard that can be used for modeling such information systems [7] .
UML offers two different behavioral notations for the business process and business object perspectives. First, UML activity diagrams can specify business processes, containing both business activities and their ordering and the flow of stateful business objects among these activities. State changes of these business objects are due to business activities. Second, UML state machines can express the dynamic behavior of business objects, i.e., their life cycles or life histories consisting of object states connected by transitions [33, 34, 39] .
Though both notations overlap, they are complementary. A UML activity diagram gives a global view of a business process, addressing different objects, while a UML state machine of an object life cycle offers a local view, linked to one aspect of the global process view [12] . There is a need to relate both views, for instance to check and ensure consistency, or to support traceability. However, an important obstacle is that object life cycles are only implicitly specified in business process models. Moreover, UML state machines have a syntax that differs considerably from the Petri netinspired syntax of UML activity diagram. For instance, UML state machines use state hierarchy to express intra-object parallelism, while UML activity diagrams express parallelism using fork and join nodes. This complicates defining a mapping between activity diagrams and state machines.
This paper defines an automated approach for synthesizing a hierarchical state machine from a UML activity diagram that specifies a business process model referencing a stateful object. This way, the approach discovers an object life cycle that is hidden in a business process model. As we discuss in Sect. 2, the synthesized state machine can be used to generate a software system that coordinates the execution of the activ-ities to which the business object pertains. Alternatively, the synthesized state machine can be used to check consistency with existing state machine descriptions [24] .
The synthesis approach consists of two phases. In the first phase, nodes not relevant for the object life cycle are filtered from the activity diagram. In the second phase, the remaining part of the activity diagram is translated into a hierarchical state machine specifying the life cycle of the object referenced by the process model. In particular, the state hierarchy of the state machine is inferred from the structure of the activity diagram. The approach is based on graph transformations and is fully automated. It has been implemented using the graph transformation tool GrGen [14] . Section 6 gives more details on the prototype and our experiences in applying the prototype to case studies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the approach using a running example. Section 3 discusses the first phase of the synthesis approach, in which action nodes and irrelevant control nodes are filtered from the activity diagram. Section 4 details the second phase, in which a filtered activity diagram is translated into a hierarchical state machine with the same control flow. The translation may fail, since activity diagrams allow synchronization using forks and joins in ways not allowed in the control flow of state machines. Section 5 extends the state machine translation to deal with activity diagrams with fine-grained synchronization, which is mimicked using event synchronization in the constructed state machines. Section 6 presents a prototype that implements the approach and discusses our experiences in applying the prototype in case studies. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 ends the paper with the conclusion. Appendix 9 contains formal definitions for the different phases of the synthesis approach that are explained in Sects. 3, 4, and 5. This paper is an extended and revised version of a previous conference paper [12] . Novel parts include an extension of the approach to activity diagrams with cross-synchronization (Sect. 5), a more elaborate description of the prototype, more case studies, and a formalization of the approach.
Overview
To introduce the salient features of the approach, we show in Fig. 1 an example business process model in a UML2 activity diagram. The process specifies handling an insurance claim. Atomic activities are represented by action nodes (ovals) like Receive. After receiving the claim, in parallel (bar symbol), the receipt is confirmed and the policy and damage are checked. After the policy and damage have been checked, a decision (diamond symbol) is made to either reject the claim or to accept the claim. In that case, the cost are calculated and paid to the client, and in parallel, the periodic contribution to be paid by the client is updated. Finally, if the claim receipt has been confirmed and the claim is fully processed, the client is notified about the decision.
The process updates stateful object Claim. Each state of Claim is represented by an object node (rectangle). The Claim object can be in multiple states at the same time. For instance, after Receive has completed, the Claim object is in three parallel states: received, policy not checked, and damage not checked. Certain activities change the local state of the Claim object. For instance, Check policy changes the state from policy not checked to policy checked, but does not affect the other states.
Implicitly, the process model specifies the life cycle of the Claim object. Each object node in the activity diagram references a local state of the life cycle. That object life cycle can contain sequence, parallelism, choice, and loops. An example of a choice is the Claim [decided] object node in Fig. 1 , which specifies according to the UML2 [39] semantics that object Claim in state decided is either input to Reject or to Determine costs but not both. An example of parallelism are the object nodes Claim[policy checked] and Claim[damage checked], which specify that the Claim object has be in both states before activity Decide can start.
In UML [39] , the behavior of objects is by default specified in state machines, also called statecharts. These state machines use hierarchical (composite) states to express parallelism. Figure 2 shows a hierarchical state machine modeling the life cycle of a Claim object. Note that states received, policy not checked, and damage not checked can be active in parallel, just as in Fig. 1 . The UML state machine explicitly models the object life cycle specified implicitly in Fig. 1 .
There are two main reasons why it is desirable to automatically derive from a process model with an implicit object life cycle and an explicit description of that life cycle. First, such a description can be used to generate software code. In the context of UML [28, 39] , hierarchical state machines are a core technique from which tools such as Rational [35] and Rhapsody [19] generate software code.
Second, a derived object life cycle can be used to check consistency with an existing life cycle description. For instance, Küster et al. [24] explain that the IBM Insurance Application Architecture [5] uses life cycles to define the behavior of business objects in the insurance domain, based on the Acord standard (http://www.acord.org), and that business process models in which these stateful objects are manipulated need to be consistent with those life cycles. Consistency can be checked by first deriving an explicit object life cycle for an object from the process model, and next comparing the object life cycle with the reference object life cycle using techniques such as matching [30] , consistency checking [8] , or equivalence testing [27] . There are three problems that have to be solved in order to derive a hierarchical state machine description from a process model such as the one in Fig. 1 . First, some parts of the process model are not relevant for the object life cycle. For instance, the Update client contribution activity does not affect any state of the Claim object and therefore does not occur in the state machine. These irrelevant parts need to be removed from the process model, but the indirect flows between different object nodes need to be preserved.
Second, UML state machines use hierarchical (composite) states to express parallelism. These composite states have no counterpart in process models like activity diagrams. An example of a composite state is process in Fig. 2 that contains other states like O1 and received. To derive a hierarchical state machine, composite states need to be inferred from the activity diagram syntax. UML 1.5 [38] proposes to translate each pair of fork-join bars to an AND state in order to map activity diagrams to state machines. (A fork is a bar with one incoming and multiple outgoing edges, while a join is a bar with multiple incoming and one outgoing edge.) However, an activity diagrams in which forks and joins are not paired can also be translated into a hierarchical state machine [12] , provided the activity diagram does not contain cross-synchronization, as explained in the next point. For instance, the activity diagram in Fig. 1 does not have paired forks and joins, but it can be translated to the state machine in Fig. 2 . Third, the control flow of activity diagrams can express cross-synchronization between parallel branches, which is impossible to express in state machine control flow [39] . Figure 3 shows a typical example of an activity diagram that cannot be translated directly into state machines, assuming action nodes map to state machine BASIC states and no filtering rules are applied. After the Withdraw cash action, two parallel branches are started. However, there is a crosssynchronization between the two branches: Print receipt requires that both Check balance and Log entry have been completed. Such a synchronization cannot be expressed in UML 2.3 state machine control flow [39] . For this example, the cross-synchronization construct that impedes the translation occurs in a part of the activity diagram that is irrelevant to the object life cycle, so a state machine-containing a sequence of three BASIC nodes-can be constructed. However, if the cross-synchronization construct is relevant for the object life cycle, the resulting activity diagram cannot be synthesized into a state machine with equivalent control flow. We define an approach that solves these three problems. Input is an activity diagram specifying the behavior of a stateful object. The approach first filters irrelevant nodes from the activity diagram (Sect. 3) and next synthesizes a hierarchical state machine from the filtered activity diagram (Sect. 4) that preserves the control flow of the activity diagram. Both steps are fully automated and do not require any user interaction. Applying the approach to the activity diagram in Fig. 1 results in the state machine shown in Fig. 2 , modulo the names of the composite states. If the filtered activity diagram contains cross-synchronization, the approach can construct a hierarchical state machine with similar behavior, but then control flow is no longer preserved; we therefore use event synchronization to mimic the behavior of the original activity diagram. If the approach fails for the remaining corner cases, diagnostics can be provided giving precise feedback on which part of the activity diagram causes the failure. Section 4.2 explains how the obtained state machine can be further refined into an executable state machine that coordinates the execution of activities from the process model.
We focus in this paper on a single activity diagram with object nodes that reference the same object type. If a single activity diagram references multiple object types, then for each object type, a version of the activity diagram can be created that references only that object type, by removing from the original activity diagram those object flows and object nodes that do not refer to the object type. If multiple activity diagrams reference the same object type, they can be grouped into a single activity diagram by adding relevant control nodes to connect the different diagrams.
Activity diagrams also support a pin-style modeling of object flows, in which input and output objects of each activity are modeled with input and output pins that are attached to the activity. The basic pin style is equivalent to the object node style [39] : each object node translates into an output pin for each activity that produces objects for the object node and into an input pin for each activity that consumes objects from the object node. However, the general pin-style notation is more expressive, since it allows the specifications of alternative pin sets, called parameter sets [39] . The results in this paper carry over to the basic pin-style notation. We plan to study the general pin-style notation in future work.
As explained in the introduction, the approach has two phases: filtering an activity diagram and translating the filtered activity diagram into a state machine. Each phase consists of several stages, which are listed in Table 1 , and are defined in the next sections.
Filtering activity diagrams
In the first phase of the synthesis approach, nodes not relevant for the object life cycle are filtered from the activity diagram. For the input activity diagram, we require that every action node has one incoming and one outgoing control flow, and every object node has at least one incoming or outgoing object flow. An object node can have multiple incoming or outgoing object flows. The resulting activity diagram contains only object nodes and relevant control nodes and is translated into a hierarchical state machine in the second phase, which is explained in the next section.
The filtering phase consists of two stages, which are explained in the sequel of this section. First, the activity diagram is preprocessed and transformed into a normal form. Second, several filtering rules are applied in arbitrary order to the activity diagram. The filtering stage stops if no filtering rule can be applied anymore to the activity diagram.
Preprocessing
In the preprocessing stage, we transform each activity diagram into a normal form by ensuring that each action node has one incoming and outgoing edge. An activity diagram in normal form has no dangling (object) nodes: each node is on a directed path from the initial to a final node. Preprocessing consists of two steps that are performed iteratively in random order until the process model is not changed anymore.
In the first step, we ensure that each object node has at least one incoming and one outgoing edge. If an object node o has no incoming edge, then we take the action node a to which o is input. If a is not unique since o is input to multiple action nodes, this step fails. Otherwise, a is unique and there is a unique control flow that enters a. We change the target of the control flow from a to o. A symmetrical rule is used for object nodes that have no outgoing edges. For instance, in Fig. 1 , object node Claim[rejected] has no outgoing object flow. The preceding activity Reject is source of one outgoing control flow that targets a merge node. The source of this control flow is changed to Claim[rejected] . In the second step, we ensure that each action node gets exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge. By constraint, an action node has one incoming and one outgoing control flow. If an action node also has one or more incoming object flows, a join is inserted that synchronizes the control flow and the object flows. This synchronization denotes that all inputs of activity need to be present before it can start, which is in line with the UML2 standard [39] . For instance, this step ensures that before both Reject and Determine costs in Fig. 4 joins are inserted that synchronize object flow and control flow. Similarly, if an action node has one or more outgoing object flows, a fork is inserted that splits the control flow and the object flows. For instance, in Fig. 4 after Decide an extra fork has been inserted.
Both steps may introduce control nodes that mix object flow and control flow, which is not allowed by the UML standard. However, this is harmless for the synthesis approach, since eventually object flows have to be translated into state machine control flows anyway.
Filtering
In the filtering stage, nodes that do not refer to the object life cycle are removed from the activity diagram. Figure 5 shows the activity diagram that results from filtering the activity diagram in Fig. 1 . Object nodes refer to states of the object life cycle and are therefore preserved. Action nodes do not explicitly refer to the object life cycle and are therefore removed. However, the final constructed state machine may be refined to include call actions from the activity diagram, as explained in Sect. 4.2. Furthermore, control nodes that do not influence object nodes are removed. For instance, the rightmost pair of fork/join in Fig. 1 are removed, since only one of the two parallel branches between the fork and join references object nodes, not both. As Fig. 5 illustrates, control nodes are only included if they influence object nodes.
The actual filtering is realized by applying ten different filtering rules, graphically specified in Fig. 6 . Each filtering rule has a left-hand side, specifying its precondition, and a right-hand side, specifying its effect. A rule can only be applied to a subgraph of the activity diagram if the subgraph satisfies the left-hand side pattern, i.e., all elements should be present and all negative elements (denoted with a cross) should be absent. The rules are designed to be confluent, i.e., each pair of disjoint rules has mutually exclusive preconditions. Formal definitions of the filtering rules are listed in Appendix 9.2.
Each filtering rule eliminates irrelevant nodes and edges from an activity diagram in normal form. Rule R1 removes non-object nodes with a single predecessor and a single successor. Object nodes are kept since they need to be preserved. Action nodes are removed, but the invoked activities that change the state of the object can be incorporated in the synthesized state machine, as explained in Sect. 4.2 Rules R2, R3, and R7, R8 merge decisions, merges, and forks, joins, respectively. Rule R4 removes a self-loop. Rule R5 removes a redundant edge between a fork and join. Rule R6 removes a final activity node that is part of a parallel branch. Rules R9 and R10 remove a superfluous decision or merge that is in parallel to an object node that specifies the same decision or merge behavior. In R2 and R9, guard conditions on removed edges are moved to remaining edges to preserve behavior. Reduction rules R2 and R4 on decisions and merges resemble transformation rules on flow graphs [21] that test whether a flow graph is reducible [1] , i.e., each loop has a single point of entry. However, flow graphs are sequential, so they do not contain parallelism, expressed with forks and joins in activity diagrams. Another difference is that reducible flow graphs are transformed to a single node, while the filter approach results in a graph that contains all object nodes and relevant control nodes (cf. Fig. 5 ).
The most interesting feature of the rules is that decisions and merges are differently from forks and joins, as illustrated by the example filterings shown in Fig. 7 . The models on the right are the result of iteratively applying all filtering rules to the corresponding models on the left. Figure 7a results by applying first rule R5 and next rule R1 two times. In Fig. 7b , rules R2 and R3 are not applicable. We experimented with several other alternative definitions for rules R2 and R3, for instance by weakening the preconditions. However, such rules would merge the decision and merge in Fig. 7b , which is undesirable as explained before.
Rules R7 and R8 together replace a previously defined rule [12] that merged forks or joins. That old rule generalized R7 and R8 by merging two neighboring forks or joins provided they are not contained in a loop. But the previous definition turns out to violate confluence in certain cases. Also, that rule merges a pair of a fork and a join that specify cross-synchronization, i.e., the fork and join are in parallel branches and the join is successor of the fork; for instance, the inner fork-join in Fig. 3 specify such crosssynchronization. But then cross-synchronization is destroyed and the behavior of the activity diagram is changed, which is undesirable.
The different filtering rules are applied iteratively in arbitrary order. The filtering step stops if no filtering rule can be applied anymore to the activity diagram. After the filtering rules have been applied, the activity diagram contains no action nodes, but only object nodes and control nodes. The resulting activity diagram is input to the translation from activity diagrams to hierarchical state machines, detailed in the next section.
Discussion
The filtering rules are heuristics that help to obtain an activity diagram only containing object nodes plus relevant control nodes. Alternatively, filtering could be applied after constructing a state machine directly from an input activity diagram. However, such a procedure can yield state machines whose control flow is unnecessarily complex, if the extended translation of Sect. 5 needs to be applied rather than the base translation of Sect. 4.
To illustrate this point, consider the activity diagram in Fig. 3 , which contains cross-synchronization. By first filtering the activity diagram, the cross-synchronization construct is removed, and an activity diagram containing a sequence of three object nodes is obtained, which maps to a state machine containing a sequence of three states using the translation of Sect. 4. But if the activity diagram is translated to a state machine before filtering, the extended translation of Sect. 5 is needed due to the cross-synchronization. The resulting state machine has equivalent behavior, but does not preserve the control flow of the activity diagram. In contrast, the state machine obtained using the proposed approach does preserve the control flow of the filtered input activity diagram.
Translation to state machines
Output of the filtering phase is an activity diagram containing only object nodes and control nodes. In the next phase, a hierarchical state machine is synthesized from the activity diagram. Basis for the synthesis is an existing, formally defined translation from Petri nets to state machines [10] . The syntax of Petri nets closely resembles that of activity diagrams. Key difficulty in synthesizing state machines is the construction of hierarchical (AND and OR) states, which have no counterpart in activity diagram syntax. The constructed state machine preserves the control flow of the input activity diagram.
We first explain how the state hierarchy, consisting of AND and OR states, is built from a filtered activity diagram. Next, we explain how the state hierarchy and the filtered activity diagram are used to construct the complete state machine.
Constructing the state hierarchy
The state hierarchy is a tree of states. Leaves of the tree are BASIC states, while internal nodes are AND and OR states. The tree is visualized by nesting child nodes inside parent nodes. For instance, in Fig. 2 , BASIC node policy checked is child of OR node O3 which is in turn child of AND node check.
The AND/OR tree is built in a stepwise fashion, by applying transformation rules to a structure which is a hybrid of activity diagrams and state machines. The structure contains states and edges resembling activity diagrams, but each state that is source or target of an edge is the root of an AND/OR tree; the states inside this tree are not incident to any edge. Two transformation rules (T1 and T2) are used: one for merging OR states (T1) and one for creating AND states (T2). Each transformation rule reduces edges from the structure but adds state hierarchy. The procedure stops if the structure contains no edges and one state that contains all other states. That state is the root of the state hierarchy. The procedure may fail, in which case the activity diagram cannot be translated into a state machine.
We now elaborate the initialization step, in which the initial hybrid structure is created, and the two rules T1 and T2. The next subsection explains how the rules are used to translate an activity diagram into a hierarchical state machine. To simplify the exposition, we do not show the formal specifications of the rules but we apply the rules to the claim processing example. Appendix 9.3 contains formal definition of the initialization step and the two transformation rules.
Initialization. The filtered activity diagram is copied into a new structure that extends activity diagrams with AND/OR trees. Only roots of the AND/OR trees can be used in the activity diagram flow relation.
The new expanded activity diagram is created as follows. The nodes of the expanded activity diagram are the nodes of the filtered activity diagram plus a set of OR states. For each object node and for each control node, except forks and joins, an OR state is created in the new structure. The OR state becomes parent of the node for which it is created.
For each edge in the filtered activity diagram, an edge in the expanded activity diagram is created. If the edge is incident to a node that has an OR parent, that node is replaced with its OR parent in the edge, i.e., a source or target of an edge that is not a fork or join is replaced with its OR parent. Figure 8 shows the initialization of the filtered activity diagram in Fig. 5 .
T1) Merging OR states. If an edge connects two OR states and both states are not predecessor of a join or successor of a fork, then the two OR states can be merged into a new OR state which becomes parent of all children of the two merged OR states. The new OR state replaces the old OR states, and the edge connecting the two old OR states is removed from the structure. Note that this does not imply that the edge is not present in the final state machine, since state machine edges are defined separately (see Sect. 4.2). Figure 9a shows how the rule is applied in the synthesis of the state hierarchy for the structure in Fig. 8 : OR nodes O6 and O7 are merged. New node O67 specifies a tree, so the two BASIC states it contains are not connected by an edge. T2) Creating AND states. Each set of OR states that is input (output) to a join (fork) translates into an AND state, which becomes parent of the OR states. Each pair of OR states in the set must have the same predecessors and successors. The set of OR states is replaced with a new OR state that becomes input (output) to the join (fork). The OR state becomes parent of the created AND state. Figure 9b shows an example application of this rule. OR nodes O45 and O67 have the same predecessors and successors and can be grouped under parent AND node A1, which is new. Note that O2 cannot be grouped since it has different successors than O45 and O67. Furthermore, rule T2 is not applicable to the two activity diagram fragments shown in Fig. 9a , since for instance O4 and O6/O67 have different successors.
Constructing the state machine
The previous step has resulted in an AND/OR tree of states. We now explain how a hierarchical state machine can be constructed from this tree plus the input activity diagram. States of the state machine are the states in the AND/OR tree plus additional fork and join pseudo-states.
Each node in the filtered activity diagram has a unique counterpart in the state machine. If two nodes in the activity diagram are connected by an edge, in the state machine, the counterparts of these nodes are also connected by an edge. For instance, object nodes Claim[policy not checked] and Claim[policy checked] are connected by an edge in the activity diagram in Fig. 5 , so in the state machine, BASIC states policy not checked and policy checked are connected by an edge; see Fig. 2 .
Since composite state machine states have no counterpart in activity diagram syntax, edges in the generated state machines only connect BASIC states. We have defined postprocessing rules that rewrite the state machine edges into edges between composite states by eliminating interlevel edges and fork and join pseudo-nodes. Applying the translation to the activity diagram of Fig. 5 results in the state machine shown in Fig. 2 . The initial and final states inside the AND state process are due to postprocessing. The names of composite states have been manually defined.
The synthesized state machine is a skeleton that can be further refined into an executable state machine as follows. Each non-initial state s in the state machine is reached due to completion of a previous activity A. Therefore, each incoming transition of s has trigger cpl(A). For instance, state policy checked is entered if activity check policy completes. The predecessor states of s are responsible for invoking the activ- 10 Refined state O3 of state machine in Fig. 2 ity A, so policy not checked is responsible for invoking check policy. We model the invocation by decomposing each predecessor state into two substates. Upon entering the initial state init of the predecessor state, the activity is invoked, and next a state busy is entered in which the system waits for the completion of the invoked activity. To illustrate the construction, Fig. 10 shows the refined states and transitions within composite state O3 in Fig. 2 .
The synthesis procedure constructs hierarchical state machines whose behavior is equivalent to the filtered input activity diagrams (see Appendix 9.5). The state machine translation preserves the syntactic structure of the filtered input activity diagram: each BASIC node corresponds to an object node. Since state machine control flow cannot express cross-synchronization, as explained in Sect. 2, the procedure fails for activity diagrams that contain cross-synchronization. The next section extends the translation to deal with those activity diagrams.
Cross-synchronization
In this section, we extend the synthesis procedure by defining a new transformation rule that removes crosssynchronization from a filtered activity diagram. Since the behavior of the resulting state machine differs from that of the original activity diagram, we define how the resulting state machine can be refactored into a state machine whose behavior is equivalent to the filtered activity diagram. The refactored state machine uses internal events and guards, which compensate for the change in behavior due to applying the new transformation rule.
Removing cross-synchronization
The new transformation rule T3 takes an OR state that has only a fork as predecessor and only a join as successor. Rule T3 removes all incoming and outgoing edges of the OR state, so after applying the transformation rule, no edge is incident to the OR state.
Rule T3 is only applied if transformation rules T1 and T2 are not applicable, to avoid that T3 prevents the creation of OR and AND states for activity diagram parts that do not contain cross-synchronization. For instance, applying T3 to O35 in Fig. 9b would prevent the creation of AND state A1, which is not desirable.
Rule T2 is slightly extended: if the activity diagram only contains OR states and no edges, T2 will create an AND state of which the OR states are children. This ensures that the OR state to which T3 is applied is put in parallel with the other states.
Both rules are formally defined in Appendix 9.3.
Extended mapping to state machines
Applying the three transformation rules results in a state hierarchy, for which the procedure outlined in Sect. 4.1 constructs a state machine. However, if T3 is applied, the constructed state machine is not consistent with the input activity diagram, since they have different behavior. We illustrate this with the activity diagram in Fig. 11 , which is based on a workflow scenario of the Workflow Management Coalition (http://wfmc.org). Object node Order[costs calculated] connects two parallel branches. The procedure constructs for the activity diagram in Fig. 11 the state machine in Fig. 12 , in which BASIC state costs calculated is put in parallel with the BASIC states for the other object nodes. While the state machine preserves the syntactic control flow of the activity diagram in Fig. 11 , the actual behavior is quite different due to state machine transitions t1 and t2. For instance, if t1 is taken, then according to state machine semantics [20, 39] not only BASIC state unplanned is left, but the complete AND state is left and its descendant states. Transition t1 re-enters the AND node but does not specify any target state for O3. Therefore, default state unchecked is entered as a result of taking t1. Similarly, if t2 is taken, the AND state is completely left, and default states unplanned and costs unknown are re-entered. In all cases, the state machine behavior is not consistent with that of the activity diagram in Fig. 11 , which does not specify that object nodes are re-entered.
This difference can be resolved by refactoring the constructed state machine into a state machine with events and guards. Appendix 9.4 specifies the refactoring rules formally. The basic idea is to split and modify the state machine transitions that cause the inconsistent behavior. First, for every OR state O that has been refactored using T3, a BASIC state init O is created that becomes the default state of O. For every state machine, transition t, visualized as bar, that leaves a BASIC state outside O and enters a BASIC state b inside O, remove the edge from t to b, and let the incoming edge of t To illustrate the definition, Fig. 13 shows the refactored state machine for Fig. 12 . First, we introduce an auxiliary BASIC state init for the OR state O4. Auxiliary node init is the default node of O2, so init belongs to the initial state configuration of the state machine.
The transition from init to costs unknown is taken when the transition from unplanned to planned is taken and generates event e. The transition from checked to billed can only be taken if state costs calculated is active. If the transition is taken, event f is generated that triggers the transition leaving costs calculated. The behavior of the refactored state machine is thus consistent with the activity diagram in Fig. 11 .
Discussion
For some corner cases, the extended translation outputs state machines that are inconsistent with the input filtered activity diagram, namely if an object node that is processed in T3 is active multiple times simultaneously. In the state machine translation, the corresponding state node can be active at most once by definition of state machines. Consequently, the state machine behaves differently from the activity diagram.
For instance, the activity diagram in Fig. 14 and S5, triggering O2 to move to S4. If next S3 is entered and g is generated, then S4 is left. However, this means that the transition from S6 to S7 gets blocked, so the state machine cannot reach S7, which is not consistent with the activity diagram (Fig. 15) .
Another important feature of the extended synthesis approach is that rule T3 is not confluent, since T3 can be applied to different parts of the same activity diagram. For instance, for example, in Fig. 14 , rule T3 can be applied to the OR parents of S2 and S6, rather than to the OR parent of S4. A different state machine is then generated. It seems useful to let end users guide the extended synthesis approach, allowing them to choose during the execution to which particular states rule T3 is applied. That way, they can control the outcome of the approach.
Finally, in some cases, the extended translation fails, for instance on the filtered activity diagram in Fig. 16a . The fork starts two parallel branches with states S2 and S3, but if the fork is not chosen, then the branch with state S3 is active while the branch with state S2 is inactive. An AND node that contains both S2 and S3 does not have similar behavior, since all child nodes of an AND node are active simultaneously. The translation therefore fails: repeatedly applying T1 results in an expanded activity diagram in which S1 and S3 share the same OR parent. This OR parent is both input and output to the fork, which prevents an application from rules T2 and T3. Generalizing, the extended translation fails for activity diagrams in which some parallel branches are not activated simultaneously, such as in Fig. 16 . A modeler can repair these activity diagrams by adding control flow such that all branches are activated simultaneously (see Fig. 16b ). Another repair option is to duplicate object nodes that are used in multiple, exclusive branches (see Fig. 16c ). The feedback provided by the reduction procedure can provide input for the repair.
Appendix 9.5 formally characterizes the subclass of filtered activity diagrams for which the translation constructs a consistent state machine. The activity diagrams in Figs. 14 and 16a are not in this subclass. The appendix also contains a proof that the translation constructs for an activity diagram in this subclass a state machine whose behavior corresponds to the behavior of the filtered input activity diagram, so the filtered activity diagram and the state machine are consistent.
Validation
To evaluate the feasibility of the approach, we have realized a prototype tool that implements the approach and we have tested the tool on several synthetic examples and on process models that are either based on real-life scenarios or taken directly from the literature. In this section, we explain the architecture of the tool and discuss the results in applying the approach to the case study process models. The developed prototype plus example models are available in an online virtual machine at http://is.ieis.tue.nl/staff/pvgorp/research/# ad2sc. Instructive screencasts are also provided there.
Architecture
We have decided to implement the rules in Sects. 3 and 4 as graph transformation rules using the general purpose graph transformation engine GrGen [14] . This engine provides a scalable implementation for state-of-the-art matching and rewriting constructs and provides especially useful support for visual debugging. Figure 17 shows the overall architecture of the resulting implementation. The left-hand side of figure shows that that the tool reads activity diagrams expressed in XMI syntax according to the UML 2.3 standard. Such XMI code is generated by mainstream tools such as MagicDraw or the Eclipse UML 2 plugin. The rectangle at the top of the figure represents the GrGen platform [14] .
The right-hand and bottom side of Fig. 17 show that our transformation implementation produces output models that can be consumed by many interesting tools, including Eclipse-based editors. The implementation produces hierarchical state machines expressed in UML XMI that conforms to the official UML 2.3 standard. Our toolchain generates two ] or Enterprise Architect [36] . Secondly, the toolchain generates XMI based on a minimalistic metamodel for state machines. For that type of XMI, the toolchain provides an academic Eclipse EMF/GMF-based editor that provides advanced automatic layouting features for state machines based on KIELER [16] .
Example rewrite rule in GrGen syntax
Besides reusing transformation code related to [10] and [41] , the code supporting this paper consists of (1) graph transformation rules that implement the filtering process from Sect. 3 and (2) integration code supporting the overall transformation chain. The transformation challenges related to (2) are discussed in a separate paper [40] , while an example fragment of (1) is discussed below. Figure 18 shows a fragment in the textual graph transformation rule syntax of GrGen. Lines 1-10 implement rule R1 from Sect. 3. The rule matches the example from Fig. 1 as follows: on line 2, node variable n matches the Update client contribution node, while the src and trg nodes match the neighboring fork and join. The two anonymous edge variables on line 2 (i.e., the two occurrences of "− : Activit y Edge− >") match the arcs between these nodes. By default, GrGen uses isomorphic matching, which means that src and trg must match different nodes of the activity diagram. But for this rule, we do allow that src and trg refer to the same node, i.e., we use homomorphic matching (line 3). The patterns on lines 4 and 5 express that n should have exactly one input and output edge. If for instance for n node Receive is chosen, these negative patterns prevent the rule from matching, since Receive has four outgoing edges. Lines 7 and 8 from Fig. 18 realize the side effects (i.e., the right-hand side) of rule R1: line 7 removes n and its attached edges, while line 8 establishes a new edge between the original source and target elements src and trg. The meaning of line 8 is based on the Fig. 18 Code fragment of the GrGen-based implementation convention that elements that are declared in the right-hand side (in this case an anonymous edge of type ControlFlow) should be created when the left-hand side pattern is matched in the host graph.
Case studies
To further evaluate the feasibility of the approach, we applied the prototype to several process models (Table 2 ) using a Windows 7 desktop machine with Intel Core 2 Duo processor of 2.93 GHz and 4GB RAM.
The considered process models are divided in two classes. The first class contains three real-life industrial processes that we modeled ourselves: ordering and delivery of bikes (P1), handling of dermatology patients (P2), and requesting a construction permit (P3). As with the running example, the control flow of P1 and P2 is block-structured (each fork that starts parallel branches has one matching join that synchronizes the branches), but by preprocessing the object flows, extra forks and joins are introduced that destroy the block structure (cf. Fig. 4 ). Process P3 is not block-structured and contains cross-synchronization that is not removed by the filtering rules; hence, T3 is applied.
The second class contains activity diagrams with stateful object nodes taken from the literature (P4-P7). To ensure that the activity diagrams have sufficient complexity, we only selected activity diagrf an activity references multiple stateful objects, we selected the stateful object with the most states. Processes P5 and P7 model a protocol between two parties in which object nodes denote messages exchanged among the parties. For these activity diagrams, we modeled the protocol as a stateful object and considered the different messages as states of the protocol. Processes P4 and P5 contained minor execution errors that we have repaired, as we explain below. Process P4 contains cross-synchronization, but the filtering rules remove the part containing cross-synchronization; hence, T3 is not applied. Table 2 shows that the prototype constructs for each activity diagram a hierarchical state machine in less than a second. The translation to state machines is the most time-consuming step, especially if T3 is applied. We have shown before that the synthesis procedure defined in Sect. 4 runs in polynomial time [10] and that the GrGen implementation scales well for large input models [41] .
Applying the prototype to the examples revealed that process modeling with object flows can be intricate due to the peculiar semantics of activity and object nodes. According to UML [39] , all incoming edges of an activity need to be active in order to start. If the activity is part of a parallel branch that is embedded in a loop, this property can easily lead to errors such as in P4 and P5. Adding an object flow from for instance Claim[settled] to Notify client also results in is not entered if the claim is accepted. However, the approach can still construct a state machine, which contains the same error.
Related work
Our work is most closely related to research on relating object life cycles and business process models (i) and to approaches for synthesizing hierarchical state machines (ii). We also briefly discuss other approach that translate activity diagrams into state machines.
Object life cycles and business process models. Only a few approaches [4, 23, 24, 32] consider the relation between business process models that reference business objects and object life cycles of these objects. All these approaches consider flat finite state machines, whereas we consider hierarchical state machines that can have parallelism. Moreover, some approaches [24, 32] generate a process model from a set of object life cycles, where each object life cycle is specified by a flat finite state machine. Whereas we study the reverse direction: how can an object life cycle be generated from a process model? Cabanillas et al. [4] define an algorithm to derive object life cycles from business process models with object flows. The algorithm only deals with sequential process models and generates sequential object life cycles. In contrast, the approach developed in this paper allows parallelism in both process model and object life cycles, which complicates the definitions of the filtering and synthesis of the approach. In addition, they do not consider filtering rules, which are essential to enable the discovery of implicitly specified object life cycles from business process models.
Kumaran et al. [23] give algorithms for deriving sequential, flat state machines from a business process model with object flow. The process model does not specify any explicit object states; the derived state machines contain the activities of the process model. Consequently, the life cycles in the approach of Kumaran et al. [23] offer an alternative, distributed view on the process model. Whereas in this paper, process models do specify explicitly object states, but do not contain any explicit life cycles. The synthesis approach discovers these life cycles, which requires filtering rules that are not needed by Kumaran et al. [23] .
State machine synthesis. There are several works that study how to generate a state machine from a set of scenarios specified as either MSC or LSC, e.g., [18, 42, 43] . The constructed state machine satisfies all scenarios, i.e., each scenario is playable with the state machine. A major difference between scenarios and activity diagrams is that scenarios reference state machine events but not states, whereas activity diagrams reference state machine states (object nodes) but not events.
There are two important differences with our work. First, these approaches translate the complete control flow of the scenarios to a state machine. In our approach, we translate object flows to a state machine. Since an activity diagram is a mixture of object flow and control flow, the object flows need to be filtered from the activity diagram. This step is not present in the scenario-based synthesis approaches. The filtering phase is a key element of our approach to discover a hidden object life cycle from a process model. Second, only a limited set of state machines can be synthesized from scenarios, compared to the state machines constructible with our approach. In most approaches [18, 43] , each scenario-based state machine consists of communicating sequential state machines, so there is one top-level AND state that contains sequential finite state machines that execute in parallel. Whereas in our work, constructed state machines can have parallelism at arbitrary levels of nesting, not just the top level.
Third, input scenarios can be inconsistent [18] . In that case, no state machine can be constructed and the scenarios need to be repaired. The input for our approach is a single activity diagram, so the consistency issue is not relevant. The synthesis approach allows that a filtered activity diagram contains a deadlock, in which case the deadlock is preserved in the generated state machine.
Whittle and Jayaraman [42] study synthesis of hierarchical state machines from UML 2.0 interaction diagrams, which contain activity diagram constructs to specify complex parallel behavior. However, the interaction diagrams are required to be (block-)structured [26] : each fork matches with a join and pairs of matching nodes are properly nested and loops with multiple exits are not allowed. Consequently, the synthesized state machines are also block-structured. Whereas the translation defined in Sect. 4 takes as input unstructured activity diagrams and constructs state machines that can be unstructured, for instance containing loops with multiple exits or unbalanced forks and joins, and that can contain cross-synchronization.
Translations from activity diagrams into state machines. State machines have been used to define a formal semantics for activity diagrams without object nodes, e.g., [2, 6, 9] . Main difference with our approach is that these translations focus on control flow only, ignoring object nodes. Furthermore, these translations do not define hierarchical state machines.
Conclusion
We have defined an approach for synthesizing an object life cycle from a business process model, making the implicit life cycle contained in the process model explicit. The approach is fully automated and has been implemented with the graph transformation tool GrGen [14] . Synthesized hierarchical state machines can be used to generate a software system supporting the business process, for instance using UML case tools [22, 35] , or to assess consistency with existing state machine descriptions [8, 30] .
Future work is to enlarge the scope of the translation in several ways. First, we plan to define a translation for BPMN models [3] , which have a similar notation as activity diagrams for data (object) flows but whose semantics is somewhat different [3] . Next, we plan to further extend the translation to generate object-centric process designs, in which objects of different object types interact with each other.
Appendix: Formal definitions
This appendix contains formal definitions of the syntax of activity diagrams and state machines (Appendix 9.1), the filtering rules (Appendix 9.2), the transformation rules that result in state machines (Appendix 9.3), the refactoring rules that deal with cross-synchronization (Appendix 9.4), plus a proof of correctness (Appendix 9.5).
Activity diagrams and state machines
An activity diagram is a graph that specifies the ordering of activities and the flow of objects that are used by the activities.
Definition 1 (Activity diagrams) An activity diagram is a tuple (A, O, C, E, guard, instate) where
-A is the set of activities; -O is the set of object nodes. For this paper, we assume that all object nodes refer to the same object, which is therefore not formalized; -C is the set of control nodes, also called pseudo-nodes, partitioned into sets {i}, DM, F J , F, where -i is the unique start node, which has no predecessor; -DM is the set of decisions and merges; -F J is the set of forks and joins; -F is the set of final nodes, which have no successors;
where an edge that enters or leaves an object node in O is called an object flow; all other edges are control flows; -guard : E → L is a partial function assigning a guard label from the set of labels L to an edge. We only allow guard labels on edges leaving decision nodes; -instate : O → S is a function that specifies for each object node the unique state in S that the object is in.
We put some constraints on the edge relation E:
-the induced graph is weakly connected, so for every pair of nodes n 1 , n 2 ∈ A ∪ O ∪ C, there is an undirected path between n 1 and n 2 ; -i has no predecessor; -each node f ∈ F has no successors; -each activity a ∈ A has one incoming control flow and one outgoing control flow. -each control node n ∈ C\({i} ∪ F), except the initial and final nodes, has a predecessor and a successor.
As explained in Sect. 2, we consider in this paper only activity diagrams that process a single stateful object. Each different state of the object is represented with an object node. The stateful object has a life cycle that is represented in a state machine.
A state machine is hierarchical hypergraph [17] , consisting of nodes arranged in a tree and directed hyperedges. There are three types of nodes: BASIC, AND, and OR. BASIC nodes are leaves of the tree, while AND and OR node are internal. The state machine formalization used here stems from earlier work [11] . That work also defines an execution semantics of state machines. (N , H, source,  target, guard, child, de f ault, r ) , where -N is a set of nodes, which is partitioned into sets B N , AN , and O N , where -B N is a finite set of BASIC nodes, which are not decomposed into other nodes; -AN is a finite set of AND nodes, which specify parallel decomposition; -O N is a finite set of (X)OR nodes, which specify exclusive-or decomposition;
Definition 2 A state machine is a tuple
-H is a finite set of hyperedges, N ∩ H = ∅; -source : H → P(N ) is a function defining the non-empty set of source nodes for each hyperedge; -target : H → P(N ) is a function defining the non-empty set of target nodes for each hyperedge; -guard : H → L is a partial function assigning a guard label from L to a hyperedge; -child ⊆ N × N is a predicate that relates a child node to its parent node, so (n, n ) ∈ child means n is child of n . We require that child arranges the nodes in N in a rooted tree, so every node in N , except the root, has one parent node, and every node is indirectly child of the root. We require x ∈ B N if and only if {y | (y, x) ∈ child} = ∅, so only BASIC nodes have no children. -de f ault : O N → N is a function that identifies for each OR node n one of its children as the default node: de f ault (n) ∈ children(n). As defined below in the semantics, if a hyperedge h enters n but does not explicitly enter any of its children, then h enters de f ault (n). -r ∈ N is the root of the tree induced by child. For technical reasons, r is required to be an OR node.
Filtering rules
Formal definitions are presented for the filtering rules presented in Sect. 3. Each rule operates on an activity diagram (A, O, C, E, guard, instate) and consists of a (pre)condition and an effect, which is the new activity diagram tuple (A , O , C , E , guard , instate ). We only define the elements of the tuple that are changed, so if for instance A is omitted, then A = A.
To define the rules in a concise way, we introduce additional notation. Let n ∈ A ∪ O ∪ C be a node. Then
For a binary relation R, the relation R(x ← y) is the relation obtained by replacing each appearance of y with x in each tuple of R [13] .
There is a node n ∈ A∪C such that |in(n)| = |out (n)| = 1.
Effect. Let {n 1 } = in(n) and {n 2 } = out (n). Then
Effect.
where ⊕ denotes function overriding.
Definition 7 (Rule R5) Condition. There are fork/joins n 1 , n 2 ∈ F J such that (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ E and there is a simple path of length 2 or more from n 1 to n 2 .
There is a fork or join n ∈ F J and a final node f ∈ F such that (n, f ) ∈ E and |out ( f )| > 1.
Definition 9 (Rule R7) Condition. There are forks or joins
Definition 10 (Rule R8) Condition. There are forks or joins
There is a merge m ∈ DM and object node o ∈ O such that -there is a join j ∈ F J such that out
Transformation rules
There are three transformation rules. Each rule operates on an expanded activity diagram. An expanded activity diagrams contains AND/OR trees, the leaves of which are object nodes or control nodes that are not bars. The internal nodes of each tree are AND and OR nodes. Edges only connect bars and OR nodes that root the AND/OR trees. We first define expanded activity diagram; next, we define the initialization rule that transforms a filtered activity diagram into an expanded activity diagram. 
The transformation rules T1 and T2 operate on expanded activity diagrams. As the filtering rules, each transformation rule has a condition and an effect, which is the definition of the new activity diagram
We define two versions of T1. Version a operates on an edge connecting two OR nodes. Version b operates on a fork/join node that has a single predecessor and a single successor, both of which are OR nodes. Such a fork/join results after applying T2a to the source and target sets of the fork/join. Definition 15 (Rule T1a) Condition. Let there be nodes o 1 , o 2 ∈ O N such that out (o 1 ) = {o 2 } and in(o 2 ) = {o 1 }, and for every fork/join n ∈ F J , o 1 and o 2 are not both input or both output for n, so
Definition 16 (Rule T1b) Condition. Let there be nodes o 1 , o 2 ∈ O N such that there is a fork/join n ∈ F J such that out (o 1 ) = {n} and in(o 2 ) = {n}, and for every other fork/join n ∈ F J , o 1 and o 2 are not both input or both output for n , so
Definition 17 (Rule T2a) Condition. Let there be a fork/join n ∈ F J and a set X of OR nodes such that in(n) = X or out (n) = X such that for each pair of nodes
Effect. Let a and o be a fresh AND and OR node, respectively, so a / ∈ AN and o / ∈ O N .
Rule T2b is a minor variation on T2 that is needed if T3 has been applied. In that case, an expanded activity diagram results in which there are no edges but only OR nodes that root the AND/OR trees. One of these AND/OR trees is rooted by the node whose incident edges were removed in T3.
Definition 18 (Rule T2b) Condition. Let X be a set of OR nodes. Each node x ∈ X has no parent, and every OR node o ∈ O N \X does have a parent. The set of edges E is empty.
Definition 19 (Rule T3) Let there be a fork f and join j, where f, j ∈ F J and an
Condition. T1 and T2 are not applicable, and |out ( f )| > 1 and |in( j)| > 1.
Effect. All edges from and to o are removed, so 
Function de f ault only specifies the default completion for the root node, which contains the initial node of the activity diagram as BASIC node. The default nodes are redundant for regular edges since the source set and target set of each hyperedge are complete: no default nodes need to be added to enter a valid configuration [11] .
Refactoring
If T3 was applied to synthesize a state machine, then the generated state machine is not consistent with the filtered activity diagram, and the state machine needs to be refactored, as discussed in Sect. 5.
The refactoring rules use state machines with events and guards. Consequently, the state machine tuples are expanded with a set E of events and partial functions event, action : H → E. Next, we allow guard conditions to reference BASIC nodes using predicate in(n), where n ∈ B N , which is true if n is currently active. The intended meaning is that if for hyperedge h, these functions are defined, h is enabled if event (h) occurs, its states in source(h) are active, and guard(h) evaluates to true. If h is taken, action(h) is generated.
We now define an initialization rule and two refactoring rules. As before, when defining the new state machine tuples, only the changed elements are defined. (N , H, source 
Definition 21 (Initialization refactoring) Let
The first refactoring rule processes hyperedges that enter the OR node O that was processed in T3. 
In the definition of target, operator ⊕ denotes function overriding.
The second refactoring rule processes hyperedges that leave the OR node O that was processed in T3. (N , H, source , target, guard, child, de f ault, r, event, action) be a state machine. Let O ∈ O N be an OR node in the state machine. Let h ∈ H be a hyperedge.
Definition 23 (Refactoring-2) Let
Condition. The initialization rule has been applied. Node O was processed in T3. A source node of h is contained in O, so there is a BASIC node n ∈ source(h) such that child * (n, O).
Effect. The state machine tuple becomes (N , H , source , target , guard , child , de f ault , r , E , event , action ), where
where X = { n | n ∈ source(h) ∧ child * (n, O)}).
Correctness
We prove the transformation from filtered activity diagrams to state machines correct for a subset of activity diagrams. We first introduce auxiliary definitions. For instance, the activity diagram in Fig. 5 Fig. 16a does not have consistent areas: the minimal area for {name[S2]} is a subset of the minimal area for {name[S3]}, which is the entire set of nodes minus the fork. AD = (A, O, C, E, guard, instate) be a filtered activity diagram, so A = ∅ and let SC = (N , H, source, target, guard, child, de f ault, r ) Proof Activity diagram AD maps into a marked Petri net P N = (P, T, F, M) where
Definition 24 (Minimal areas) Let

Theorem 1 Let
The definition states that every node in (O ∪ C)\F J maps to a Petri net place. Every node in F J and every edge e ∈ E that is not incident to a fork or a join maps to a Petri net transition. For every edge that connects two nodes in F J , a place is created. The flow relation F is defined accordingly.
Elsewhere [10] we have defined transformation rules T1 and T2 plus the notion of areas in the context of Petri nets. There, we proved that that if P N has consistent areas and the areas are nestable, so for every pair of overlapping areas X, Y either X ⊆ Y or Y ⊆ X , then applying transformation rules T1 and T2 to P N = (P, T, F, M) results in a state machine SC that has equivalent behavior, in the sense that the reachable markings of P N are isomorphic to the reachable configurations of SC.
We now argue that if rule T3 has been applied, the behavior of the filtered activity diagram is preserved in the refactored state machine. Let O be an OR node to which T3 is applied. Let f ∈ F J be a fork node of which O is a target node in the reduced activity diagram. In the filtered activity diagram, if f is taken then all nodes in in( f ) are left and all nodes in out ( f ) are entered. The state machine before refactoring contains a hyperedge f whose source set by construction (Def. 20) equals in( f ) and whose target set equals out ( f ). Refactoring rule 1 ensures that when in the refactored state machine hyperedge f is taken, every BASIC node that is entered is in the target set of f before refactoring. Since AD has consistent areas, if in( f ) is active, then no node in out ( f ) is active. Therefore, f only leaves BASIC nodes that are sources of f before refactoring, plus the fresh node init O . Therefore, when f is taken in the filtered activity diagram, the nodes left and entered correspond to the BASIC nodes left and entered when hyperedge f is taken in the refactored state machine.
Symmetrically, let j ∈ F J be a join node of which O is a source node in the reduced activity diagram. Refactoring rule 2 ensures that when in the refactored state machine hyperedge j is taken, every BASIC node that is left is in the source set of j before refactoring, and every BASIC node that is entered is either in the target set of j before refactoring or init O . Because of the guard condition, j only leaves BASIC nodes that are sources of j before refactoring. Therefore, when j is taken in the filtered activity diagram, the nodes left and entered correspond to the BASIC nodes left and entered when hyperedge j is taken in the refactored state machine.
Consequently, the behavior of the refactored state machine corresponds to that of the filtered activity diagram.
